
Follow Us On Twitter...
You can now keep up to date with events at Sacred Heart by following @shhs_events on Twitter. Please note
for safety purposes this account is only for the promotion of events and not for communication about students.

@SacredHeartCatholicHighSchool
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Courage & Confidence

Catering News
We have had the most amazing year
with new menus, students and staff
enjoying a hearty meal each day
since January 2017. Wednesday’s
roast lunch has become more
popular than the food on the Italian
Bar, and Mr Kerr and Mr Mather
never fail to get their lunch in the
main dining room after the students
have kept them busy entertaining
the lunch queue. I am impressed
that our students make sure they
work for their lunch….  

Sacred Heart welcomed two new staff
to Madeleine’s Café in the Sixth Form.
Mark Wensierski and Maria Findlay are
doing a fabulous job, and have quickly
settled into their new roles.  We now
have a ‘fresh fruit crush’ machine
which the girls and staff are enjoying.
This appears to be a popular addition.

Lee our Chef Manager is always
looking how to improve the service
further, so if you have some good
ideas why not pop into the dining
room and have a chat with him.
Our big challenge is how to reduce
one use pots/cups/bottles but we will
need your support to do this.

The Year 13 girls are going to enjoy
one of their leaver’s events at school
at the end of May with their friends
and teachers.  For the second year
Lee and his team will be providing the
catering for this event.  It was a huge
success last year and there is already
a buzz around the place as the girls
are getting their outfits ready and Lee
is planning the menu.

Mr L Robson, Chef Manager &
Mrs Temple Jones, Deputy Headteacher

The new auditorium is named after Saint Rose Philippine
Duchesne, a Sister of the Sacred Heart. Two hundred years ago,
Rose Philippine Duchesne set out across the Atlantic to establish
the Society of the Sacred Heart and educate the children of the
new world. Opening the first Catholic school west of the Mississippi,
Mother Duchesne, known as “the woman who prays always,” crossed
frontiers to bring faith, love and education to the new world.

Crossing frontiers has
continued to be central to
a Sacred Heart education.
The girls develop the courage
and the confidence to cross
their own frontiers and
to challenge themselves.  

THE ROSE AUDITORIUM

The first round 
Young Chef finalists were:

Polly Tunstall 7H, Mia Corby 7H,
Manon Bureau 8S, Veronica Weileder 8A,
Rebecca Soomro 9S, Evie Mason 10E,
Hannah Ash 11S, Lucy Miller 12C.

These students had just 90
minutes to produce a two course
meal to be served for the
prestigious foodie judges. 

•    Charlotte Mitchell – Charlotte’s 
     Butchery, Gosforth and Channel 4 
     Sunday Brunch butchery expert

•    Calvin Kitchin - Chef/Proprietor of 
     Cal’s own Pizzeria, Jesmond

•    Representatives of the 
     Newcastle/Gosforth Rotary Club

Rotary International 2018
Young Chef Competition 

Veronica Weileder 8A - 1st Place
Mia Corby 7H – Runner up

These students qualified for the
district finals held at Duchess’s
High School, Alnwick in
February. Both students worked
hard to produce a healthy
three course meal in 2 hours.
The standard was high and
although our girls didn’t make
it through to the next round,
I couldn’t have been prouder of
them. They were the youngest
by far, but held their own and
produced outstanding food. 
We have learned so much from this
process and are excited to take on
the competition in 2019. If you’re
interested in getting involved in the
next school round, please see Mrs
Denton or Mrs Fozard in Food. 

Marilyn Potts – Chairperson of the
Newcastle/Gosforth Rotary Club 

We were so pleased to work with you
and hope our contact will continue,
we will keep you informed of the next
Rotary competition opportunities.

Sacred Heart Food and Nutrition department became hosts
to the prestigious Rotary Young chef heats for the 2018
competition in January. After MUCH deliberation and over 50
entries, the Young Chef of the Year competition School Heart
heat had to be narrowed down to just 8 promising young chefs. 

The interest and calibre of the student’s menus was outstanding.
So much so, we plan to run a MasterChef style competition in
June so that more students have the opportunity to take part. 



The Girls’ Network

Rising Star
Award
Ines Curran in Year 9 received 
a Rising Star award at the Sport
Newcastle annual dinner in March. 

She was commended for being 
Northern 1500m champion, North 
East cross country champion, winning
the junior great north run, breaking 
regional records for 800m, 1500m and
3000m, and for having the 6th fastest
park run time in the country. She is
pictured with the Paul Stephens trophy
for athletics with 9 other Rising Stars.

After the final design and specification
various other professionals were engaged
in the project. This was essential as it
was always going to be complicated
transforming a space built in the early
1960’s (the main building opened in 1964
with one of our staff, Mrs Burns being in
the first year of students to walk through
the door). The limited access to the upper
floors and making it into something that
was going to be quite spectacular was
going to be some achievement.   

The builders who were appointed to do the
structural demolition of the existing hall to
construction and fitting of the final auditorium
was SURGO. They were supported by the
Structural Engineers, SHED; Mechanical and
Electrical Engineers; Sine Consulting who
designed all the electrical, heating and much
needed air conditioning; Stage Electrics had the
complicated task of designing  and fitting all the
specialist electrics for lighting, sound and curtains.
In total over the period of the project there were
over 280 sub-contractors and workers on site.

A massive job for the Surgo team, ensuring
that the momentum of the job carried on whilst
keeping our students safe. However, this
responsibility on a daily basis became the Site
Manager’s job (Michael Brayson) and the
Contract’s Manager (Norman Trainer). Rather
them than me! Although, I got a few grey hairs
in the meantime… hair dye is a wonderful thing.

What a sight at the start of the July 2017 summer
holidays when two ‘peckers’ arrived. These crept
up the fire escape by remote control. That really
took some skill and it was an exciting moment.
These machines demolished all the concrete in

the main hall and there was tonnes of it. After
removing all this there was no going back.

Unfortunately, nothing is ever quite as straight
forward as you think. We needed extra steelwork
to support the main hall so that it did not fall
down into the Chapel. This meant quite a lot of
disruption as the whole area had to be propped
up by huge girders, and the Chapel, Music Room
and Recording Studio became out of bounds.
Mrs Stokoe our Ex–amination’s Officer had to
enter her office through the hoarding, but she
was ‘ever the trooper’ and just got on with it.

Our Site Manager, Mr Maines had frequently to
open up the building at the weekend to allow
Surgo and other contractors access to the site.
As always done with a smile on his face.

Just before Christmas 2017 some of our year 11
and sixth form students went onto site to check
out progress and find out about all the different
processes involved in building a project like this.
They could not quite believe how involved it was.
Due to the complex nature of the project it was
extended by a term and did not finish until Easter
2018. Despite this delay, I cannot give enough
thanks to all those involved who helped me in
making this a reality for our Sacred Heart students.

Just after Easter we were able to use
it to show case the brilliant work of our
Performing Arts students. It was fabulous
to see the space used as envisaged in the
planning. The girls doing dance can now
safely use the auditorium with its sprung
floor and the music students enjoy the
fabulous acoustics.

Finally, new toilets for the staff and visitors
with a smart, sophisticated space called The
Undercroft where they can relax, just finishes
off the whole project and tops that ‘exceptional’
that Mrs Bath wanted for the Rose Auditorium.  

Mrs Temple Jones, Deputy Headteacher

The meetings are currently
taking place at Newcastle BBC
which has also provided the
students with an opportunity to
go behind the scenes and have 
a look at the carers in media and
what goes into getting the news
onto our screens.
As well as the mentoring the students 
are provided with career events and
networking opportunities to help them
see the careers and futures that are
possible.

Future events include;

•    Careers event for Year 10’s
    to meet more professional
    females from the North East 

•    Police Experience – a chance
    to experience some of the roles
    on offer within the police force

•    Motel One Female Networking

•    Great Exhibition of the North 
    – taking a tour of innovation
    in the North East 

•    Sage UK Visit

Year 9 RAF 
Air Cadets Visit
On Thursday 10th March,
Year 9 were visited in assembly
by the City of Newcastle RAF
Air Cadets squadron. They
spoke about all the exciting
opportunities that the cadets
provide such as flying planes
and overseas expeditions. 
We also heard from two Sacred Heart
students who spoke of their enjoyment
and passion for the Air Cadets. If
anyone is interested, they meet on
Mondays and Thursdays at St Georges
Drill Hall, Sandyford Road, NE2 1DF
or you visit the Air Cadets website for
more information.

This academic year, 10 Year 10 students have 
been given the opportunity to work with The Girls’
Network. The aim of The Girls’ Network is to inspire
and empower girls by connecting them with a mentor
and a network of professional female role models.  
The students are taking part in a 15 month mentoring programme. Each student
has been assigned a mentor who is a professional female working within the local
community. The student and mentor meet once a month to look at how they are
getting on in school, what career opportunities they are interested it and to
develop a professional supportive relationship. The students will be supported 
with writing letters of applications for courses and for jobs when required. 
They will also look at interview techniques and how to be best prepared.  

Sacred Heart’s New
‘Rose Auditorium’

When Mrs Bath said
to me in 2016 that she
would like the Main Hall
to be redeveloped so
that it would become an
exceptional resource for
our students, staff and
visitors, even I was not
sure how involved a job
it would become.
We started with working with
a local architect from Newcastle
in October 2016:  Will Mawson and
his colleague Chris Brown from the
architect company MawsonKerr.
Will came up with lots of ideas and
designs. We had to move quickly if
Mrs Bath was to realise her dream
of having this completed in 2017.
Some of the School’s Governors,
along with Mrs Palma, Head of
Performing Arts, Mr Maines our
very own Site Manager, and Mrs
Jeffrey our Finance Manager, also
became involved with the project.
Reg Milburn from Todd Milburn
Partnership was our Quantity
Surveyor. Along with our architect,
he supported the project from
beginning to end.



MUSIC AND   DANCE SHOWCASE



Course
Pursuit
On the 2nd May we took part
in an introduction to further
education workshop called
Course Pursuit hosted by
Northumbria University.
While we were there we took part in
activities such as true or false, and did
a quiz where all of the questions were
facts about university. The workshop
helped us to find out more about
university and to help us think more
seriously about it. We found the
workshop really intriguing. It helped
us to develop a more mature opinion
about our futures and to see if we
really want to go later on in life. 

Our favourite part was the
beginning where we played true
or false, it helped us to expand
on our knowledge on higher
education; and has made us
more likely to consider going
to university in the future.

By Carolina, Beth, Callie 

Nutty Tilez
Competition
During the month of February, 
a few students took part in 
a language competition called
Nutty Tilez. The aim? Learn 
as much vocabulary and beat
Deamon Dante! 
Students competed with schools
across the country and those who
reached level 50 would win a prize.
The competition ran on a Saturday from
9am until 6pm and it was a race to the
finish line. 9I came top of the leader
board for Spanish and Year11 came
second. The students were brilliant and
put in a fantastic effort to win top prize!

Sarah Kime reached level 45
and came fourth in the country
(out of 8000 students that
competed) which is a fantastic
achievement. 

Anahita Shibakshu also did fantastically
well and reached level 31, Samiyah Ali
reached level 27 followed closely by
Victoria Oblag who reached level 22. 
A brilliant effort and achievement! 

Muy bien hecho! 

Sunderland
Glass Centre Trip
ART FOUNDATION TRIP
AND INTERVIEWS

A level Art students visited
Sunderland University
Foundation course. Students
had a guided tour, received
advice on portfolio content
and course content and
spend time with current
students in question and
answer sessions.
Students also had the opportunity
to explore the craft of flame
drawing and zeen prints. 

Joe Woodhouse returned to Sacred
Heart to visit the A level group.
Following on from this a selection of
students applying for the Foundation
diploma at Sunderland University
had their interview for the course
on site. All Art students were
offered places. The feedback from
the lecturer about the course and
our ceramic facilities was amazingly
positive. This was shared with the
students and across the department.

Proggy Banners Inspired
by the Suffragettes

Students clay figures will be exhibited in a
circle, next to figures made by other local
communities, in an outside installation at
Chelsea College (University of the Arts,
London) before travelling back to be
exhibited in Newcastle College in June.

This was a unique experience for students
to work with different materials, and an
inspiring opportunity for students to work
a practicing artist outside of school.

Last term a group of Year 10, Year 11 and Sixth Form Art students were invited
to take part in a Life Drawing workshop. Drawing experiments were centred around
recording the human figure in different ways and from different perspectives,
whilst developing drawing skills and producing some fantastic work for portfolios.

‘The life drawing class was a first for me. It gave me the 
opportunity to study the human figure as it is, without exaggeration
or guesswork. We were all encouraged to draw more freely in
observation, so I think that skill has given us all a new experience.’
Dila Kuru, Year 11

To celebrate 100 years
of the vote for women,
Year 7 Art students
looked at the Suffragettes
and ways in which they
shared their beliefs. 
Within the textiles unit we focused
on ‘proggy banners’ and made our
own contemporary symbols and
signs linked to women and equality.
Some students created their own
‘Votes for Women’ banner in
response to the Suffragettes.

TRIP TO FRANCE 1-5 MARCH
After a rocky start due to the weather, the trip was a great
success. We fully immersed ourselves in the culture and all
the activities involved using the French language. 
For example, day one we went to the supermarket and the girls had to work in groups and
buy all the items on their shopping list. This meant they had to ask the shop assistants
for help as most of the items were hard to find! We also visited a beautiful little bakery
in a very secluded village and the baker was so passionate about his job that it was
fascinating listening to it and learning how real bread is made. The all experience was in
French and the girls were amazing: focused, willing to participate and very polite! Some
also tried to make the bread and everybody enjoyed a ‘pain au chocolat’ at the end. 

We also went to a chocolate factory and made some lovely chocolate bars, went to 
a sweet factory and watched how sweets are made (and we also tried a few!) and went
to an apple farm and made apple juice! The cultural immersion did not end here: we all
tried snails, French cheese and all sort of typical French food and made pancakes! 

All the activities were in French and as staff we were so proud of all the girls for
the way they got involved, asked and answered questions and their behaviour was
so good that wherever we went, people complimented us on their manners!  

LIFE DRAWING

Local artist visits Art Department 
In March Students in Year 8 & 9 worked with artist Phillip Wombwell when
he visited the Art department to deliver a sculpture workshop. Students
produced small clay figures, which explored the theme of Self Identity, and
the question “what is it that makes you, you? What is it like to be you?”.

Feedback from students involved 
was positive: 

“I enjoyed it because it allowed
you to express yourself…it is nice
to know that people in London
will be seeing what I made.” And
“It was a good experience to work
with an artist because I aspire 
to be an Artist myself”.



A NEW MEMBER
OF OUR TEAM!
Due to the retirement of Mrs Brown, 
after xx years of loyal service, we are
delighted to introduce our new librarian.
Ms Bossons has worked for over twenty
years in public libraries including
Newcastle City Library  and her last
job was at Consett Library. 

Here at Sacred Heart, Ms Bossons
is most  excited about meeting new
people and books. She hopes to get
the Monday  lunchtime Reading and
Writing Clubs  going again and would
like to know if anyone is interested in
an Origami Club. At home she has two
daughters and  a hamster who has no
front teeth. She like reading all kinds 
of books especially twisty mysteries
and  weird science fiction.   

Debate club 
Debate club runs every Friday at lunch,
we discuss topics such as whether we
should tell children that Santa Claus
exists. I love debate club because it’s 
a chance to make yourself heard about
matters that are in the world. 

There are girls from year 8 and 9 that
that are involved. We talk about real life
matters and we can express our own
opinions. This helps you with your English
skills and develops your confidence. It’s 
a chance to get your thoughts and points
across. I love debate club!!!!!

Nayab Bashir 

Macbeth
Sacred Heart is one of 10 schools
nationwide to be selected as a ‘lead’
school as part of the RSC’s National
Associate Schools Programme. 

The drama department continue their
work and feel extremely lucky to be
involved in this programme of engagement
between local primary schools, Newcastle
Northern Stage and the RSC. On the 18th
of June we will be hosting a Regional
Shakespeare Festival which is a part of 
a national celebration of young people’s
performances involving five local schools
and approximately 100 young people. 

Our Festival will tell the story of Macbeth
and each school in our cluster, mentored
by professional director Ruth Johnson,
will perform a different act from the play. 

YEAR 10

Girls into
Engineering
Project
Over the course of four sessions
students from year 10 worked
with NA College to design and
produce bespoke phone cases. 

The students developed Creative,
Design and Science skills on an
engineering based project. Taking
measurements from their own
phones students used Design
Software to create bespoke phone
cases. These were produced using
3D printers.

As part of the trip everyone 
had a tour of the facilities 
and workshops. They also had
opportunities to talk to a female
Engineer, Jessica about her
roles and understand different
routes into further education.
This question and answer
session really brought to life
and explained the different
routes into Engineering.  
Jessica was very approachable 
and enthusiastic about her role. 
She explained her choices at GCSE,
A Level and Undergraduate and
challenged the student’s
preconceptions about Engineering.

Sixth Formers Experience Durham
On the 21st of March 13 the religious studies A-Level 
group visited Durham University. Whilst we were in
Durham University we experienced a typical day
for a university student – we started the day off by
independently exploring the University with one
student remarking ‘it gave us a real insight into the
university experience’.
During the day we attended 2 lectures
in Theology and Philosophy. The first
lecture looked at Good and Evil from
a Biblical perspective, and the second
discussed the idea of identity, values
and religion in secular Britain. 

One student said that ‘the professor
was really engaging and it has
inspired me to apply there’. The
professors also gave us an insight of
what the lectures would be like and
how it would be ran as well as
informing us about the different
subtopics in modules we could study.

We had an exciting opportunity to take
some students to attend Nissan Skills
Foundation event: Gimme Event (Girl
in Monozukuri, Manufacturing and
Engineering).

The Nissan Skills Foundation hosted the
Gimme event to try to and encourage
young women to think about Manufacturing
and Engineering as a career choice. The
girls spent the morning at Nissan and
viewed presentations from a wide range 
of female staff at the plant. The students
also had a chance to meet and talk to
females from a range of specialisms and
careers options. These vary from
Engineering, IT, Human resources, 
Deign, Technical, to manufacturing. 

“We were able to talk one-to-one with
the staff and connect with their personal
history and interests. It was useful to see

Apprenticeships Workshops: Engineering
A groups of year 10 students spend the afternoon at NA college.
The aim was the development of skills and understanding of
different routes into Manufacturing and Engineering.

NISSAN VISIT: 
GIRLS INTO ENGINEERING

YEAR 8 AT ‘THE CENTRAL EXCHANGE’
During the Easter break, a small group of Year 8 students attended a three day
STEM programme at The Central Exchange in North Shields. The students who
attended worked with other young people from the region on engineering projects.
The input involved workshops, talks and group activities led by The Royal
Institution, who are passionate about getting more young people involved in STEM.

The workshops covered the theme of sustainable development and addressed many 
of the ‘Sustainable Millennium Development Goals’. These goals were designed by 
the United Nations in 2016 and replaced the ‘Millennium Development Goals’. The girls
had an amazing time and are keeping their eyes peeled for more extra-curricular 
STEM opportunities! 

They explored different types of
apprenticeships and took part in
workshops including break pipe fitting, air
gun and skills rigs. They also worked on
some problem solving activities in groups.

“Confidence when working in groups are
useful because it helped me speak out
and solve problems.”

Development of skills and understanding
of different routes into Manufacturing and
Engineering.

Students had the opportunity to talk to
Female Engineers about their roles and
understand different routes into further
education. 

“It helped me understand more
about teamwork and learning
more about apprenticeships.”

how these lead them all into their careers
in different ways and stages in life”

As part of the session the girls carried 
out small practical engineering tasks as 
a group. This really pushed their problem
solving and communication skills. Where
they worked together as a groups with
students from different year groups. 

“I found each presentation from each
worker useful, because it enabled
everyone to find out that some people
did not take the conventional route 
to getting a typical job in engineering”

Sacred Heart’s Festival of Reading!
During the week of 11th- 15th of June, Sacred Heart will be
holding its first Festival of Reading! We will be lucky enough
to have visits for different year groups from authors such 
as Lisa Heathfield (writer of Paper Butterflies) and Katy
Birchall (Secrets of a Teenage Heiress). 

We will also be running a range of different reading-themed
events throughout the week, so keep your eyes peeled!
There will be lots of books to be read and some prizes
to be won! 

We were also able to explore
the exquisite city of Durham.
Durham is a serene city which
compliments the University
environment, and is suitable
enough for students who want
to attend University. We all
really enjoyed our day at
Durham University and found
it valuable to both our A-Level
study and our future
application to University. 



Dance Degree Students Perform at Sacred Heart

‘THE GRACE OF FALLING’

IRISH DANCING
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

In April 2018 we travelled
to Glasgow in Scotland
to compete in the World
Championships of Irish
Dancing. The World
Championships is where
Irish dancers from all
over the world come to
compete in a massive
competition. This is the
biggest competition for
Irish dancers so it only
happens once a year. 

We were in an U16 team
which had 8 dancers. Lydia
also competed in the U19 team.
The World Championships
changes country every year and
last year we also competed in
Dublin. The U16 team came 41st in
the world and the u19 team came
32nd. We thoroughly enjoyed it
and cannot wait to go next year. 

By Lydia, Grace and Georgia -  Year 9  

Year 9 Engineering Masterclass
Five Year 9 students got up early on a Saturday morning to attend an
engineering masterclass over the course of 4 weeks at the Mining Institute
in Newcastle. During the sessions, they completed practical activities to
discover elements of structural, marine and electronic engineering. 

On Saturday 24th March Dave Bennett
from EDF Energy tasked Sophie Boking,
Giulia Carozzo, Alyssa Hismana, Samar
Rashad and Victory Tando, along with
their team member Lily (a student from
Westfield) to design and make a working
gearbox. The challenge was to
understand how to create a lift that could
lower a person into a mineshaft. 

Through gaining an understanding of
moments of inertia and rotating masses,
the girls used Newton’s Laws and
Pythagoras’ Theorem to gain an
understanding of how to develop their
working model. They successfully
combined their gears in a chain, achieving

different gear ratios and created a
working gearbox better than all of the
other groups. 

Dave was very impressed 
with their group efforts, using
gear reduction to slowly lower
or lift a platform holding a
person, and even commented
on how structurally robust 
the gearbox was. 
The girls did a fantastic job working as
part of a team and were even able to
calculate the gear ratio for their working
model. Well done girls!

Naomi Dalton, one
of our Y10 GCSE
Dance students has
been busy with her
theatre group ‘The
Newcastle Gang
Show’ where she was
recently appointed
as choreographer. 

Naomi choreographed several numbers
on her own and assisted in others. Naomi
worked for weeks perfecting each routine
during rehearsals that were held at
Simonside Church and Newcastle College
Performance Academy. During rehearsals
Naomi showcased her excellent teaching
skills as she had to break down each
routine in order to teach across a vast
age range including over 100 juniors! 

Year 9 - Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors
On 16th April we took part in a Chartered Surveyors workshop.
It was a real eye opener to our future and an opportunity to
understand what it would be like to become a surveyor. 
During this time we were put into groups of four which helped us build on our teamwork
skills. We had to plan and create a community centre building that would meet the
needs for both young and old. We had to make numerous important decisions, such
as: What type of building was most suitable for our client, what specific place to locate
the building and how much of our £3 million budget to spend on eco-friendly features. 

We found this experience educational, intriguing and fun. It was extremely beneficial
and showed us how many job opportunities are available to us. 

Claire Briaux and Kiran Gola

In addition to her duties as
choreographer Naomi assisted with
wardrobe where she helped assign
costumes to dance numbers and even
make last minute technical decisions.
Not only did she choreograph the show
but she also performed a solo and a duet.
Naomi worked relentlessly over three
months to prepare the group for six
shows, one of which the Mayor attended. 

Naomi and some of the other cast
members were invited by the Mayor to
perform at the charity ball held at the
Civic Centre in Newcastle where they
will sing our national anthem to mark 
the upcoming Royal Wedding.

The Dance Department would like to
congratulate Naomi for successfully
taking on such a huge responsibility. 

Naomi Dalton - Choreographer

The girls left feeling inspired and
motivated knowing that they too could
reach this level of skill in just a few years’
time. We continue to work with Dance City
and the degree programme through CAT
recruitment, teacher training placements
and performance events.

On the 24th January Geoff Hopson from Dance City
brought 25 third year Dance degree students to perform
in our dance studio to an audience of Y8-13 pupils.  

They brought with them a fantastic
performance entitled ‘The Grace
of Falling’ choreographed by Gary
Clarke. Sacred Heart pupils were
very impressed at the level of
technique, performance and
professionalism presented to them. 

Following the performance a workshop
was held allowing students to experience
the choreographic approach within the
work. GCSE and A-level students found this
particularly useful as they approached
their own choreography exams. 

Lecturer and rehearsal director, Geoff,
lead a question and answer session
allowing pupils to deepen their
understanding of the work as well as 
the dancers training and backgrounds. 

YEAR 9
PHARMACY
EVENT
On 28th March we took part
in a Pharmacy workshop, which
included making an ibuprofen gel.
We incorporated a variety of
chemicals such as distilled water
and powders, which had to be
mixed slowly and thoroughly,
in order to avoid producing air
bubbles. 

This was a fun challenge/
workshop as we worked
together and learnt a lot
about Pharmacy. It opened
our eyes to a future we may
or may not take. This gave 
us a real insight to what 
a Pharmacy job is actually
like, therefore we would really
enjoy doing something like
this in future and highly
recommended too. 
Aqueelah and Sadia 9R



Retreats
Yr7 & Yr8 Retreat have taken 
place over the end of April and the
beginning of April. This picture was
taken at the Yr7 retreat. The theme
was ‘Rooted’. We were encouraged
to think about what roots us in our
lives and how we can do more to 
be rooted in love. This is what 
some students thought about 
their experience when asked what
message they would take away 
with them:

“To love myself and respect
others and to plant my roots
in God’s good soil”

“We need to be rooted
in the right place and be
who we are made to be,
not what other people
want you to be. We
learnt not to compare
ourselves with others”
“Everyone is unique an
beautiful in their own way”

Youth Friday Celebration
The Youth Friday Celebration took place at the end of February at St
Mary’s Cathedral, organised by the Diocesan Education service. This
was an event to celebrate all the good work that people had organised
and took part in for Youth Friday which was back in November. 
The celebration that took place in the Cathedral, gathered young people from
primary and secondary schools across our Diocese. They took part in the organising
of the liturgy , the running of the event, the hospitality and welcoming visitors.
Here is a picture of them all with Bishop Seamus at the end of the celebration.

90 students in Year 8 were lucky
enough to attend the Youth Village
for their annual retreat. They took
part in a wide range of activities
from playing ‘Catch the Flag’ in a
huge field, to creating music videos
for ‘The Voice’ competition. 

On Thursday evening, the Youth Ministry
Team led a fantastic reflection session
about ‘voices’. This allowed the Year 8’s
to think about the voices and influences
affecting their lives. The voice of Social
Media was discussed at length and the
girls were able to reflect on who they

This April we welcomed Ray and a selection of beautiful birds of prey
from the Kielder Water Bird of Prey centre. Ray spent one hour with
each class in Year 8, and the students had the opportunity to not only
hear about the birds, but also to stroke and hold some of the birds. 

This year, a new staff team took 
on the responsibility for supervising 
and assessing the Level 3 Extended
Qualification Project (EPQ) for Sixth
Form students. The EPQ is a stand-
alone qualification aimed to develop 
and extend from one or more of the
student’s study areas. The EPQ is
greatly valued by Universities for the
independent study skills that students
develop and is also worth additional
UCAS points. 

Twenty Year 13 students have submitted
an EPQ on their chosen topic area. These
students attended weekly taught sessions,
regular meetings with a supervisor and
completed 120 hours of independent
research before submitting their final
project along with a presentation. 

There is a hugely diverse range of projects
this year, including the examples below:

•    “What is the purpose of female artistry 
    in ‘Jane Eyre’ and ‘To the Lighthouse’?”

•    “An investigation into the social, 
    educational and emotional impacts of 
    using therapy dogs within education.”

•    “Is the media a leading contributor
    to the rising prevalence of eating 
    disorders?”

•    “How is communism maintained
    in 21st century states?”

The students have clearly enjoyed
being able to explore their subject
outside of the taught curriculum 
and some students even collected
their own primary research as part 
of their project. The supervisor team
have been central to supporting 
the students throughout the year. 
I am immensely proud of what the
students and staff have achieved.  

Miss Lee (Head of Social Sciences, 
EPQ Co-Ordinator). Mrs Naylor, Mrs Hills,
Mrs Palma, Mrs Williamson and 
Mrs Woodhams (EPQ Supervisors)

Social Sciences: The Extended Project Qualification

BIRDS OF PREY

meet the newest member of Ray’s bird
family, a two week old Tawny owl who is
yet unnamed as gender is unknown.
Other guests were Whisper the Barn Owl,
Rambo the Little Owl, Gizmo the Eagle
Owl, Willow the White Faced owl, Mark the
Vulture and Barry the Eagle.

The students learned about the
adaptations required by birds of prey to
successfully hunt as efficient predators.
They learned about the differences
needed by birds hunting during the day,
compared to those adapted to hunt at
night. We had the privilege this year to

Year 9 Visit from
Jesus College
By Ketsia Iloki 

On Wednesday the 8th of January,
myself and many other students
in my year group had the privilege
of receiving a visit from other older
students who went to the Jesus
College which is based at Cambridge
University. 

The purpose of their visit was
to teach us many valuable things
about what going to University
could offer. We were told  that
there are hundreds of different
courses available to take and
they all depend on what you want
to do in the future and how that
course will affect you. 

They really made us think about all
the advantages we could have by
attending university and it really made
me think about what university would
help me to do in the future and how
it would help me get degrees in the
subjects I needed to be  successful
in order to get the job I wanted. 

They taught us many things for
example; going to university could teach
you a variety of skills, which would be
valuable for later careers. This includes
communication, public speaking,
organization and problem solving.
These are very useful skills, as you
would need most of these to succeed
in most of the jobs that are on offer. 

The students of the Jesus College
also gave us many reasons to why we
should consider going to university
and after their talk, I am sure that
going to university will definitely be
my top priority when I leave school.
We were very grateful to have had
the chance to get spoken to by
people who are experiencing
university themselves which meant
they had first-hand experience which
they could then explain to us. It was
a great experience and really made
us think about University in
many  different positive ways.

truly are without any external or internal
influences affecting who they are, how
they act and how they present themselves.
It was a fantastic session which all of the
girls took a lot from. 

Year 8 were phenomenal and 
during their time at the Youth
Village, displayed the Courage and
Confidence that Madeline Sophie
would have been proud of. All of the
girls who attended were a real credit
to both themselves and Sacred
Heart. I am sure that next year 
will be just as fantastic!

Year 8 Retreat



Women’s FA Cup Final

Fashion Show
When year 9 went on the France ski
trip, there were many memorable
moments. One of the highlights of
the trip was the fashion show. 

The fashion show consisted 
of five teams with limited
supplies and a time limit. 
The teams had a selection 
of plastic bags, pipe cleaners,
glitter and feathers to make
their outfits stand out to be
judged by the teachers. The
teams had to select their own
music and one team mate to
model the outfit they made 
to correspond with the music
they chose. 

Our team decided that the theme 
of our outfit was Danny Zuko from
Grease and the song was Grease
Lightening. Our model was Amelia
Clark who did and amazing job of
capturing the spirt of Danny which
ended up winning the whole
competition. 

The creativity of each students
was revealed on this trip. There
were a variety of unique designs
and no outfit was the same, 
which made the night all the 
more enjoyable. 

The ski trip was one of the best
experiences so far, and I would
definitely go again.

By Holly Soulsby and Amelia Clark   

YEAR 9 SKI TRIP
The year 9 ski trip was 
the highlight of my year!
Skiing was one of the best
experiences I’ve ever had 
and I would definitely go
skiing again. One of the 
most memorable moments 
in Les Menuires was when we
competed in a bum boarding
race against our friends. 
We bum boarded down a steep snow
hill and raced 5 other people to see who
was the fastest and who won the race.
Personally this was my absolute favourite
night activity as it was so enjoyable and
hilariously funny to watch how fast your
friends went! The teachers joined in and
all had an amazing time too. We all
cheered them on as they went zooming
down the slope, they twisted and turned
rapidly. By far this was one of the best
school trips and we were all so sad to
come back to the UK.

Kristelle Kakavouri

On the first day of Skiing it was
painful to start, but we got through
it and succeeded throughout our
experience. First we learnt the
basics of skiing including how to
snow plough. We started on the
beginner slopes and eventually
progressed to the steeper blue
slopes later on in the week. 

We first found skiing both mentally and
physically draining but with determination
it became a really enjoyable experience.
We’re all really glad that we had the
chance to learn to ski and look forward 
to experiencing it again in the future. 

By Hollie, Gina, Beth, Paris
and Bethany – Year 9 

Year 8 
Climb to 
New Heights!
Once every two weeks, a small group
of Year 8 students are taken climbing
to ‘Climb Newcastle’ in Byker and
receive a 90 minute climbing lesson.
This has been an on-going extra-
curricular activity for over one year
now, and the progress all of the girls
have made has been outstanding!

The resilience and dedication
they have shown has been
inspirational, and the lack of fear
they have when tackling
increasingly difficult climbs is
sometimes terrifying! They have
shown true sportsmanship when
helping one another take on new
climbs, and have also started to
coach each other too. Their
motivation to try climbs again
and again until they succeed is
certainly impressive! 

Well done to all of the girls who have
been attending climbing - you are all
brilliant and we are very proud of you.

On arrival at Wembley the students
enjoyed time in the fan zone where they
met England footballers Fara Williams and
Mary Earps. The atmosphere inside the
stadium was one of excitement and
anticipation as the seats filled. 

Sacred Heart had front row seats directly
behind the goal. The first half was a quiet
45 minutes with both teams having few
opportunities. The second half was a
different story with Chelsea scoring three
goals directly in front of Sacred Heart. 

By the end of the match the atmosphere
was electric with the majority of the
students from Sacred Heart supporting
the winning side Chelsea. 

On Saturday 5th May students and staff travelled 
to London to watch the Women’s FA Cup Final at
Wembley Stadium. As we got closer to Wembley it was
clear that the crowd was going to be big with coach
loads of supporters arriving from all corners of the UK. 

Arriving back at 2:30am seemed 
a small price to pay for such a
wonderful day out. Thank you to
Mrs Billingham for organising a
great visit and giving our students
the opportunity to attend a huge
sporting event in an iconic stadium.



Follow Us On Twitter...
You can now keep up to date with events at Sacred Heart by following @shhs_events on Twitter. Please note
for safety purposes this account is only for the promotion of events and not for communication about students.

@SacredHeartCatholicHighSchool

HEART NEWS
SACRED HEART CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL

Courage & Confidence

Catering News
We have had the most amazing year
with new menus, students and staff
enjoying a hearty meal each day
since January 2017. Wednesday’s
roast lunch has become more
popular than the food on the Italian
Bar, and Mr Kerr and Mr Mather
never fail to get their lunch in the
main dining room after the students
have kept them busy entertaining
the lunch queue. I am impressed
that our students make sure they
work for their lunch….  

Sacred Heart welcomed two new staff
to Madeleine’s Café in the Sixth Form.
Mark Wensierski and Maria Findlay are
doing a fabulous job, and have quickly
settled into their new roles.  We now
have a ‘fresh fruit crush’ machine
which the girls and staff are enjoying.
This appears to be a popular addition.

Lee our Chef Manager is always
looking how to improve the service
further, so if you have some good
ideas why not pop into the dining
room and have a chat with him.
Our big challenge is how to reduce
one use pots/cups/bottles but we will
need your support to do this.

The Year 13 girls are going to enjoy
one of their leaver’s events at school
at the end of May with their friends
and teachers.  For the second year
Lee and his team will be providing the
catering for this event.  It was a huge
success last year and there is already
a buzz around the place as the girls
are getting their outfits ready and Lee
is planning the menu.

Mr L Robson, Chef Manager &
Mrs Temple Jones, Deputy Headteacher

The new auditorium is named after Saint Rose Philippine
Duchesne, a Sister of the Sacred Heart. Two hundred years ago,
Rose Philippine Duchesne set out across the Atlantic to establish
the Society of the Sacred Heart and educate the children of the
new world. Opening the first Catholic school west of the Mississippi,
Mother Duchesne, known as “the woman who prays always,” crossed
frontiers to bring faith, love and education to the new world.

Crossing frontiers has
continued to be central to
a Sacred Heart education.
The girls develop the courage
and the confidence to cross
their own frontiers and
to challenge themselves.  

THE ROSE AUDITORIUM

The first round 
Young Chef finalists were:

Polly Tunstall 7H, Mia Corby 7H,
Manon Bureau 8S, Veronica Weileder 8A,
Rebecca Soomro 9S, Evie Mason 10E,
Hannah Ash 11S, Lucy Miller 12C.

These students had just 90
minutes to produce a two course
meal to be served for the
prestigious foodie judges. 

•    Charlotte Mitchell – Charlotte’s 
     Butchery, Gosforth and Channel 4 
     Sunday Brunch butchery expert

•    Calvin Kitchin - Chef/Proprietor of 
     Cal’s own Pizzeria, Jesmond

•    Representatives of the 
     Newcastle/Gosforth Rotary Club

Rotary International 2018
Young Chef Competition 

Veronica Weileder 8A - 1st Place
Mia Corby 7H – Runner up

These students qualified for the
district finals held at Duchess’s
High School, Alnwick in
February. Both students worked
hard to produce a healthy
three course meal in 2 hours.
The standard was high and
although our girls didn’t make
it through to the next round,
I couldn’t have been prouder of
them. They were the youngest
by far, but held their own and
produced outstanding food. 
We have learned so much from this
process and are excited to take on
the competition in 2019. If you’re
interested in getting involved in the
next school round, please see Mrs
Denton or Mrs Fozard in Food. 

Marilyn Potts – Chairperson of the
Newcastle/Gosforth Rotary Club 

We were so pleased to work with you
and hope our contact will continue,
we will keep you informed of the next
Rotary competition opportunities.

Sacred Heart Food and Nutrition department became hosts
to the prestigious Rotary Young chef heats for the 2018
competition in January. After MUCH deliberation and over 50
entries, the Young Chef of the Year competition School Heart
heat had to be narrowed down to just 8 promising young chefs. 

The interest and calibre of the student’s menus was outstanding.
So much so, we plan to run a MasterChef style competition in
June so that more students have the opportunity to take part. 




